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Abstract—Making an updated and as-built model plays an
important role in the life-cycle of a process plant. In particular,
Digital Twin models must be precise to guarantee the efficiency
and reliability of the systems. Data-driven models can simulate
the latest behavior of the sub-systems by considering uncertain-
ties and life-cycle related changes. This paper presents a step-
by-step concept for hybrid Digital Twin models of process plants
using an early implemented prototype as an example. It will
detail the steps for updating the first-principles model and Digital
Twin of a brownfield process system using data-driven models
of the process equipment. The challenges for generation of an
as-built hybrid Digital Twin will also be discussed. With the help
of process history data to teach Machine Learning models, the
implemented Digital Twin can be continually improved over time
and this work in progress can be further optimized.

Index Terms—industry 4.0, automation, process industry, dig-
ital twin, machine learning, modeling, simulation, apros

I. INTRODUCTION

There are different forms for system presentation and mod-

eling, each form has individual features and advantages. A

physics-based model is created based on known dynamics

and understanding of the system’s components. This requires

detailed knowledge about how the components interact to

create an accurate physics-based model. Data-driven models

take a different approach, as they only look at inputs and

outputs of a system. With enough scenarios and data collected,

they are able to predict the system’s behavior. A data-driven

model can be a useful addition to a physics-based model

in various situations. They often complement each other. A

Digital Twin of a process plant is a digital representation

of the physics and dynamics of the plant. Also, the Digital

Twin is a live model which can communicate with the plant.

Digital Twins use simulation models of physical systems

which are developed using first-principles modeling or data-

driven modeling. Hybrid Digital Twins use a combination

of physics-based and data-driven models to create a more

accurate tool. The proposed benefit of a hybrid model is that it

might be simpler to create and might even be the only option

if dynamics are unknown. It typically helps ensure that all

aspects and variables are taken into account.

The data-driven models can be created by using Machine

Learning, which is one of the most popular instruments in

artificial intelligence. Machine Learning provides tools for

capturing the system’s behavior using its data history. It has

progressed dramatically over recent decades, from laboratories

to many commercial uses [1]. At the same time, Machine

Learning has been playing an important role in process indus-

tries to identify new patterns of data and predict the behavior

of systems more quickly and effectively. These supporting

applications of Machine Learning have improved production

methods in the process industry [2].

The objective of this paper is to develop a methodology

for hybrid Digital Twin generation, as shown in Figure 1.

Towards this objective, a Machine Learning model for a heater

in the Aalto water process system was generated, and then a

modeling interface to the Apros simulation environment was

developed to link the build data-driven model to the physics-

based Digital Twin. This paper presents the results of this

work-in-progress on developing this methodology to generate

hybrid Digital Twin for process systems using Machine Learn-

ing and Apros simulation software. The complete work report

can be found in [3].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows, Section II

will discuss related work, then Section III will present the

main steps for hybrid Digital Twin generation. The step-by-

step methodologies and also achieved results will be discussed

in Section IV. The final remarks and future plans are provided

in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

First principles and physics-based modeling are very impor-

tant in the process industry. There are several applications for

them in the process systems like monitoring, control system

design, optimization and fault detection. Several attempts have

been made by researchers to extract the physics-based Digital

Twin from available sources of data in brownfield process

systems like Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams (P&IDs)

and 3D-scanned or computer-aided design (CAD) models of

the systems [4]–[6].
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Fig. 1. The road map towards hybrid Digital Twin generation.

Machine Learning has been used widely in the process

industry for different applications like data-driven model gen-

eration, data mining and analytics. There are four popu-

lar methods for using Machine Learning; while supervised

learning and unsupervised learning are the most widely used

Machine Learning methods in the industry, covering about

80–90 percent of all applications, the other two methods, semi-

supervised learning and reinforcement learning, have scarcely

been used in this domain [2]. Using Machine Learning related

tools can improve the energy efficiency of the manufacturing

and process industries, they can optimize systems by saving

energy, reducing time and required resources, and also mini-

mizing waste [7]. The concept of hybrid modeling has been

used in the process industry for the last three decades. In

the nineties, scientists first tried to empower first principles

models based on prior knowledge by merging them with neural

networks [8], [9]. Transition to Industry 4.0 concepts like

big data and huge interests for digitization provided great

infrastructure for the development of data-driven frameworks,

and therefore data-related modeling approaches have become

more popular these days [10]. However, to benefit more from

the advantages of different types of modeling, it is better to

combine them to create hybrid models. There are different

structures for hybrid modeling like serial, parallel or surrogate

methodologies; the best structure a hybrid model can be

determined based on the requirements, the accuracy of current

models and the amount of available data [10].

III. PLANT DESCRIPTION AND HYBRID DIGITAL TWIN

GENERATION

A simplified P&ID of the Aalto water process plant is shown

in Figure 2. The plant consists of several tanks, pumps, a heater

and a boiler which are connected by pipelines and equipped

with sensors and actuators to control flow, temperature, pres-

sure and surface levels. The plant features a heating element

(E100) inside the pre-heater tank (Tank100) which can provide

the hot water required for the virtual load (Valve106). For more

information about Aalto water process plant you can see [11,

pp. 12-23].

Fig. 2. A simplified P&ID of the Aalto water process plant, adapted from
[11, p. 14].



Apros is a high-fidelity dynamic simulation software which

can analyse dynamic behavior of process systems, automation

and electrical systems. Apros software was used as the devel-

opment environment, because of the available first principles

model designed for Aalto water process system in the Apros

environment [12]. Another benefit is that Apros has great

support which makes the development and integration fairly

easy. In addition, a major benefit is that the Apros tool is

used globally in industries by many professionals. Apros has

informative GUI and effective commands. It is fairly easy to

learn and the tutorials provided by Apros makes it very easy to

get into modeling and simulating. Apros has great materials

which can be reached from Apros itself. This makes them

very easy to access. Apros has support for Python libraries

and Python language and we were able to create the data-

driven model for Apros with Python and this was very helpful

during integration time.

Data were collected from the Alto Water Process System

to teach the Machine Learning model. The data from the real

process was collected from the system PC using already set

up communication between the system PLC and PC. In the

system PC the data was available in Prosys OPC Historian

Database which was connected to SQL database. From the

SQL database we were able to export the data in CSV

format and use it in Python. In Section I, the main steps of

hybrid Digital Twin generation were presented briefly and the

corresponding road map is shown in Figure 1, the progress on

the implementation of the mentioned steps is discussed below:

• Run physics-based Digital Twin to collect data: Data

history was collected from the physics-based Digital Twin

and the real system.

• Make Machine Learning Models for process compo-

nents: The Machine Learning model was generated for

the heater based on collected data.

• Interface for Data-driven models replacement: The

interface for model modification was implemented in

Apros.

• Hybrid model generation: The new Machine Learning

model for the heater was replaced in the physics-based

Digital Twin.

• Evaluation and Digital Twin commissioning: The gen-

erated hybrid Digital Twin was tested and evaluated under

operating conditions.

IV. INITIAL RESULTS

The purpose of the work was to increase the use of data-

driven modeling in the building of Digital Twins, as tradition-

ally physics-based modeling is more common. To achieve this,

we developed a data-driven model for the heating component

of the Aalto water process system. In this way we replaced

one of the components of the overall digital model with a data-

driven model. To manage this, we had to first collect data from

the physical plant, then create an integration between Apros

and Python, which we used to create a Machine Learning

model. Once these steps were completed, we could implement

our training model and use this data-driven component as a

part of our new live simulation model of the water process

plant.

In order to speed up the process, we used the physics-based

Apros model to collect data for the data-driven model. This

was done in order to have enough time to test the Python-

Apros integration and to be able to evaluate the whole project.

It will be relatively easy to retrain our Machine Learning

model in the future to improve performance. The following

subsections will discuss the main challenges in more detail.

A. Integration, Setup and Results

For the model integration, we set up the connection in

Apros. It has comprehensive equipment libraries and support

for process simulation. Also, Apros version 6.10.32 can sup-

port a Python interface for modeling modifications, which

was used in this project. For the Apros-Python integration,

first we needed to set up the Python integration library by

installing Python semantics in Apros. Then we had to create a

new User Component, where we could implement the Python

script. The User Component includes the following compo-

nents: Configuration, symbol, Terminals, Initalization script,

MLModelHeat script and python module. In the terminals

component all the terminals should be changed according

to the features which are selected to the model. Figure 3

shows the implemented User Component and its required

connections, which can be used for the replacement of data-

driven models.

Fig. 3. Integration-Data-driven model diagram

B. Machine Learning Model

To develop our Machine Learning model we used an open

source Python library called Keras [13], which is built on

top of TensorFlow [14], an end-to-end open platform. At the

design phase, we found recent studies where deep learning

was used to predict dynamical nonlinear systems’ behavior

[15], [16]. Based on these studies, and other literature, we

decided to use Long Short-Term Memory network (LSTM)-

based sequence-to-sequence recurrent neural networks [17] to

generate the data-driven model. Recurrent neural networks

have been used for presenting data sequences like time series

data but because it uses back propagation through time it has a



vanishing gradient problem. LSTM avoids this problem using

gated units [15].

The Machine Learning model consists of an encoder part

that was designed to observe the internal state of the system

based on previous feature values, and a decoder part that

predicts the label value based on the state of the encoder

and current feature values. Next, the features for the Machine

Learning model were chosen based on basic knowledge of

physics and intuition about the main parameters of the system

that affects the temperature of tank T100. The final Machine

Learning model was plotted using keras.utils.plot model()

function and can be seen in Figure 4. As an optimizer we

used ready-made RMSprop from Keras library and the Mean

Squared Error loss function.

Fig. 4. LSTM, Implemented Machine Learning model.

C. Hybrid Digital Twin Behavior

In Figure 5 the dynamic performance of the data-driven

model is compared to the physics-based model for temperature

of Tank100 in a set point change scenario.

However the generated Machine Learning model has quite

a lot of oscillation, but the average value tracks the system’s

value very well and it can keep up when the set point is

changed. The data-driven model has the same rise speed as

the system.

Next we will present the results from the tracking simulation

where we adjusted the simulation state according to the

Machine Learning model, as shown in Figure 6. We could see

the slight changes in the process instruments and the accuracy

improvement when the Machine Learning model is in the loop.

The overall result shows that the Machine Learning model is

able to predict and follow the process changes.

D. Discussion

This work proved that it is possible to create a functional

data-driven model in Apros and integrate it with first-principle

models to get a hybrid model and a hybrid Digital Twin of the

system. As this process is very well understood with physics-

based models, it was unlikely that our Machine Learning

model would achieve the accuracy of the original Apros

model. Also, this project shows the possibility of adjusting

the simulation according to the data-driven model.

We used an LSTM decoder/encoder method to generate the

Machine Learning model. As with other Machine Learning

models, this version also needed a large amount of data to

give more accurate results. However, it was time-consuming to

collect data and set up the Machine Learning model. In order

to speed up the checks of the Machine Learning model and

verify that it worked as expected, we used Apros simulation

data for training purposes. The results show a Machine Learn-

ing model can predict non-linear dynamic behavior in some

sense. This should be improved by collecting more data for

teaching. A Machine Learning model is a ”plug in” module in

the presented solution, and it can be improved going forward.

Another difficulty that we encountered was the simulation

sampling rate. The selected Machine Learning model uses a

fixed time-step which means that we would like to have the

same steps in the simulation. The model uses one second time-

steps and we tried to use that time-step in our simulation, but

Apros was not able to keep a fixed sampling rate through the

simulation. The rate fluctuated between 0.5 and 1.0 seconds

in Apros. We assume that this affected the prediction as well

as the simulation.

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS

As was shown in this paper, data-driven models can be used

to understand phenomena and accurately predict and simulate

outcomes. The introduced hybrid Digital Twin concept will

be useful, especially in situations where physical modeling is

too complex or time-consuming, but we are able to measure

inputs and outputs successfully. The concrete contribution of

this paper was to show how to use the first-principles model

of a process plant and replace one unit of that model with a

data-driven model. The heating component of the Aalto water

process plant was replaced with a data-driven model. This

was done by creating a Machine Learning model on Python,

integrating it with the simulation modeling software Apros.

There are multiple possibilities for improving the presented

solution. It would simplify the procedure if data could be

collected from the real system automatically. Also, the more

advanced Machine Learning model should be developed fur-

ther and the features could be adjusted. The next step after

these improvements would be to replace more parameters or

even a whole component with data-driven models. To be able

to successfully implement a whole component, there will be

more problems to be solved in data collection, feature selection

and implementation. Also, a real-time upgrade of a Digital

Twin could be achieved by making a live connection between

database, Machine Learning core and simulation software.
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